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When Pearlie Mae Suber Harris was young, 
a teacher told her, “Giant oak trees grow from 
tiny acorns.” As a child, she didn’t understand 
what that meant, even though her life would 
ultimately follow the same trajectory. While 
she started off as a student in a tiny one-room 
school in Saluda, North Carolina, Mrs. Harris 
is now the namesake of one of Bon Secours St. 
Francis Health System’s premier health centers.

Mrs. Harris was born in Hendersonville, 
North Carolina, in 1936 to the Reverend 
Lester Suber and Blandena Hawkins Suber. 
The Subers eventually settled in Saluda, con-
verting an old school house to the family home. 
“To me, the fireplace logs seemed 10 feet long,” 
she said at an event sponsored by the Historic 
Saluda Committee and the Saluda Community 
Land Trust. “My parents had four children, 

and we had to cut wood. He had four axes and 
four saws.” Mrs. Harris’s mother took in laun-
dry, washing clothes in boiling wash pots with 
water the children collected from a spring.

Her early education took place with other 
African-American students, grades 1-9, in a sin-
gle room. “I was the only one in 3rd grade,” she 
says, “and there was only one fellow in 9th grade. 
We had one teacher that taught everything to 
all classes.” Eventually, the small school was 
closed. “Polk County gave our parents the option 
of going to Tryon or Hendersonville, and our 

From modest beginnings, 

a mighty life
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Kim von Keller

Bienvenida! Laskavo prosymo! 
Willkommen! Dobrodošli!

There’s more than one way to 
say “Welcome,” so if it’s been a while 
since your last foreign language 
class, now would be a good time 
to brush up. Starting on April 15, 
2024, the world will be knocking on 
Anderson’s door.

For five days, the Electric City 
will host the International Network 
of Michelin Cities Conference, the 
first city in the United States to do 
so. The INMC is made up of cities 

from across the world which have 
a Michelin 
presence, and 
their repre-
sentatives 
include may-
ors, admin-
istrators, 
and univer-
sity officials. 
Approximately 
150 repre-

sentatives will gather in Anderson 
to discuss environmental, social, 

digital, and cultural challenges while 
sharing their best practices to meet 
these challenges in the 21st century.

Beth Batson, INMC Director for 
the City of Anderson, explains how 
this year’s conference was awarded.

“In 2016, Anderson was 
invited for membership in the 
INMC by Clermont-Ferrand, 
France, the headquarters of the 
Michelin Group. A delegation 
from Anderson, including Mayor 
Terence Roberts, myself, and oth-
ers, attended the 2017 conference 

in Clermont-Ferrand. We partic-
ipated in the conference sessions 
and learned a great deal. After the 
2019 conference in Vitoria-Gasteiz, 
Spain, the Anderson delegation 
developed the desire to host a con-
ference, so in 2022, we applied to 
be a host city, and we won! We’ve 
been working hard ever since to 
develop both infrastructure and 
content for the conference. Clemson 
University, Anderson University, and 
Tri-County Technical College came 
onboard, and we were able to get 

funding from the state legislature. 
While each city’s representatives 
pay for their own transportation, 
once the conference begins, the host 
city pays for everything. Here in 
Anderson, a team of 35 folks have 
been working to plan this, and we 
have 50 volunteers serving as guides 
and greeters.”

During the conference, rep-
resentatives will attend sessions 
on mobility for all, sustainabil-

The world comes to Anderson
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ity, incubators and startups, 
and economic equity. Field 
trips are planned to Clemson’s 
Automotive Innovation Center 
and Tri-County Tech’s Workforce 
Readiness Program. Ten inter-
national university students 
will participate in programs at 
Clemson University, Anderson 
University, and Tri-County 
Technical College. And for the 
first time in its history, the con-
ference will feature a start-up 
competition as 20-25 start-ups 

from around the world compete 
to win the INMC Start-Up 
Award.

While the conference is a 
learning opportunity, there will 
be time for fun as well. Events 
include boating and picnicking 
on Lake Hartwell, a barbecue 
dinner featuring bluegrass music 
at Oxford Farms, and a recep-
tion and art exhibition at the 
Anderson Arts Center.

Conference sessions are open 
to attendees only, but there are 
plenty of opportunities for the 
public to mingle with Anderson’s 
international guests. On Sunday, 
April 14, the Orchestre National 
d’Auvergne will perform at 
the Rainey Fine Arts Center’s 

Henderson Auditorium at 
Anderson University at 3 PM. 
On Monday, April 15, the con-
ference hosts a Community Food 
Truck Night from 6-8 PM at 
the Anderson County Farmers 
Market. On Wednesday, April 
17, South Carolina artist Brian 
Rutenberg will give a public 
lecture at Anderson University’s 
Daniel Recital Hall from 9-10 
AM. And on Thursday, April 18, 
the public is invited to a Thematic 
Lab on Economic Equity at the 
Anderson Main Library from 
9-11 AM.

But when the conference is 
over and representatives return to 
their home cities, the Anderson 
delegation hopes that their short 

time here will result in long-lasting 
benefits.

“On the global stage, I can think 
of nothing more that could give us 
a jump-start to prominence on the 
world stage than having these vis-
itors come here,” Batson says. “It is 
more than just about the wonderful 
place that we love called Anderson 
that is growing and booming and 
welcoming. We want to introduce 
our guests to the Upstate and all of 
South Carolina so that when they 
return home, they will talk about 
everything they saw and did here. 
We want to make sure that when 
the conference is over, Anderson 
will continue to benefit from these 
cultural and economic development 
exchanges.”

My friend Meredith texted me not long 
ago. “My middle daughter, Caroline, and I are 
almost positive we saw a male and female red-
poll this morning. Is that crazy? Our guides 

say that redpolls are arc-
tic and subarctic birds.” 
She sent a picture from 
their guidebook, and 
I realized that their 
sighting was not redpoll 
finches. Probably they 
were house finches, 
common birds around 
here whose color does 
vary, and I could see 

why her young daughter might have thought 
she saw a redpoll. 

And it was a great misidentification. Why? 
Because mother and daughter looked at the 
bird, got out field guides, and tried to figure 
the bird out for themselves before they asked 
someone else. That sequence is so uncom-
mon these days. I’m in several bird groups on 
Facebook, and I am astounded at the number 
of people who post a picture of a bird and 
then ask the group “Can someone tell me what 
this is?”—with no attempt whatsoever to do 
the work themselves first.

I answered Meredith: “I LOVE the 
way you both observed and thought things 
through!! People who use apps or guides to 
figure out a bird on their own will find that 
the independence is satisfying. Then, if they’re 
still uncertain, they have a basis to ask people 

in a group, or another person, for help—like 
Meredith and Caroline did. I would far rather 
help people identify something when they 
have made an attempt to figure it out first. 
Maybe that stems from my starting this hobby 
(obsession?) before the internet was promi-
nent. Back then, people either identified a bird 
themselves – or it didn’t get identified. 

Apps are great and have their place. 
Someone who sees a bird can take a picture 
of it, and Merlin or some other app will help 
identify it. But for context and understanding 
of entire species or groupings, curious people 
cannot go wrong with using an old-fashioned 
printed guide. They can page through the var-
ious pictures, searching for colors and char-
acteristics, until they land on the correct one. 
Discovering “That’s it!” is very rewarding!

I recommend Sibley Birds East, and also 
my trusty old standby, Peterson’s Field Guide 
to the Birds of North America. Roger Tory 
Peterson’s guide was the gold standard for 
years. But Kaufmann, National Geographic, 
Audubon, and others are also very useful. And 
Merlin is a good app.

My friend’s young daughter was quite 
pleased with their find. Still thinking that her 
bird was the rare redpoll, she told her mother 
to “Tell the scientists that Caroline was the 
one who saw it.” Even though the bird turned 
out to be more common, she still had a great 
experience, and she’s learned something in the 
process. Who knows--she may write a bird 
guide herself one day. I’ll use it!

Field guides 
are great
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Let’s talk a bit about some things that 
make a Southern Home. I’m not talking about 
magnolia-lined driveways that lead to white 
columns in front of the mansion. There are 
items that every true Southerner must have to 
maintain that Southern identity. For instance, 

if you don’t have a cast 
iron frying pan in your 
kitchen, then I must 
question if you know 
which end of a cow gets 
up first.

A covered metal pot 
that is only used to boil 
water and steep tea. I 
won’t get into the steps 
that make the perfect 

glass of iced tea as there is much debate over 
the tea to use, the temperature, the length of 
time to steep and whether to squeeze the bags, 
etc…etc. But there is no debate over the fact 
that the pot must be used for tea only. If you 
are using a different pot each time you make 
tea, I must inquire if you’ve ever thought of 
strangling yourself with a cordless phone. A 
bag of clothespins. What in the world is a 
clothespin? Let me answer that by saying that 
there are few feelings better than sleeping on 
sheets that have been hung out to dry by a hot 
southern sun. Clothespins aren’t used much 
these days, but those in the know keep a bag 
of them somewhere in the laundry room. If 
you don’t have a bag of clothespins, then once 
again I must suspect that there’s Hellmann’s 
mayonnaise in your fridge, and not Duke’s.

Flip-Flops. Practically nothing says 
you’re from the South more than Flip-Flops. 
Whether it’s a strap that goes over the top or 
the toe-thong variety. They’re great for short 
walks over hot sand and protect your feet 
from all kinds of icky stuff around the pool. If 

there is not a pair of Flip-Flops in your house, 
I’ll have to gather that you only spread that 
Hellmann’s on one side of your sandwich.

Calamine Lotion. This soothing pink liq-
uid has been around forever and has calmed 
poison ivy itches in the South for even longer. 
Having no calamine lotion in your southern 
home should be a felony, followed by a life 
sentence without parole. 

Bacon grease. The way-back folks would 
pour the bacon grease into an all-metal coffee 
can and place it in a cabinet. I keep mine in 
the fridge or it will become rancid if left out 
too long, don’t ask. It makes an awesome fried 
egg, and if you add a little to your collard 
greens or green beans, there will be a flavor 
party in your mouth. Bacon grease is King 
when it comes to Southern cooking, so if you 
don’t have any, then you surely have no inkling 
which end of a horse gets up first.

Grits. If this Southern staple is not in 
your home, you have disgraced the South and 
should immediately head North and take your 
oatmeal with you. Someone must alert the 
SCDOT that pouring boiling water and a bag 
of grits into a pothole is less expensive and 
more effective than asphalt.

Cat and or Dog. If you are fortunate 
enough to have a canine and a feline in your 
Southern home, then you have eliminated 
the need to purchase a security system and 
an exterminator. Does a RING door camera 
offer you love and companionship? Does the 
ORKIN man purr on your lap and leave evi-
dence on your front porch that he has done 
his job? If you don’t have PETS, you will have 
PESTS.

IF YOU AIN’T SOUTHERN, 
WELCOME 

IF YOU ARE SOUTHERN, BLESS 
YOUR HEART

A SOUTHERN HOME
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NOTICE AND 
SUMMONS

NOTICE TO: 
DEFENDANT ABIGAIL MILLER 

TAKE NOTICE, that the Summons in 
the above-mentioned action of which 
the foregoing is a copy, together with 
the Complaint therein, was filed in the 
Office of the Clerk of Court, Anderson 
County Court of Common Pleas on 
November 23, 2023. Respectfully 
submitted, POULIN | WILLEY | 
ANASTOPOULO /s/Matthew Burgess 
Matthew J. Burgess, Esquire S.C. 
Bar No.: 100911 Lane D. Jefferies, 
Esquire S.C. Bar No.: 101764 Poulin 
| Willey | Anastopoulo, LLC 32 
Ann Street Charleston, SC 29403 
(803) 222-2222 TeamBurgess@
poulinwilley.com ATTORNEYS FOR 
THE PLAINTIFF Anderson, South 
Carolina Dated: March 29, 2023

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
COUNTY OF ANDERSON IN THE 
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS CASE 
NUMBER: 2023-CP-04-02422 
Christopher Rice, PLAINTIFF VS. 
Abigail Miller and Tammy Miller, 
DEFENDANTS SUMMONS TO: 
DEFENDANT ABIGAIL MILLER YOU 

ARE HEREBY SUMMONED, and 
required to answer the Complaint 
in this action, a copy of which is 
available from the Clerk of Court for 
Anderson County, South Carolina, 
herewith served upon you which was 
filed on November 23, 2023, and 
to serve a copy of your answer to 
the said Complaint on the Plaintiff, 
or their attorney, Poulin | Willey 
| Anastopoulo, LLC Matthew J. 
Burgess and Lane D. Jefferies, at 
their office located at 32 Ann Street, 
Charleston, South Carolina 29403, 
within thirty (30) days after server 
hereof, exclusive of the day of such 
service, and if you fail to answer the 
Complaint within the amount of time 
aforesaid, the Plaintiff in this action 
will apply to the Court for judgment by 
default for the relief demanded in the 
Complaint. [signature on following 
page] Respectfully submitted, 
POULIN | WILLEY | ANASTOPOULO, 
LLC /s/ Matthew Burgess Matthew 
J. Burgess, Esquire S.C. Bar No.: 
100911 Lane D. Jefferies, Esquire 
S.C. Bar No.: 101764 Poulin | Willey 
| Anastopoulo, LLC 32 Ann Street 
Charleston, SC 29403 (803) 222-
2222 TeamBurgess@poulinwilley.
com ATTORNEYS FOR THE 
PLAINTIFF 

Let’s talk about ‘genre blending.’ 
I’d define it as taking two or more 
distinct genres and combining them 
into one. A blended ‘thing’ should 
have clear elements of all involved 
genres while also making something 
new. I say ‘thing’ because I want to 
talk about this concept broadly.

Genre blending is becoming 
more prevalent across varying 
mediums, and I am here for it. The 
librarian part of my brain chaffs 
at the concept a bit given it makes 
classifying things harder. It’s just 
not a neat fit, with everything in its 
own little individual space. This can 
be frustrating for people too, as we 
all know what we like as consumers 
and sometimes we just don’t want to 
stray out of that comfort zone. 

As an artist I am always inspired 
by genre blending, especially really 

brave and adventurous blending. 
Adventurous or brave blending to 
me is taking things that feel like 

they’re on 
opposite spec-
trums, or have 
such different 
vibes that it 
feels like they 
should cancel 
each other out. 
It’s when a 
blend that real-
ly feels like it 

shouldn’t work, but comes together 
perfectly, that really gets me jazzed. 
I feel like when creators step out of 
strict genre rules they elevate every-
one in their craft and reach new 
levels.

So what’s got me so hyped about 
genre blending? There’s some cool 

stuff happening in the book world, 
and well, Beyoncé. As a mixed 
media artist I’ve always been one 
to combine a myriad of things, so 
seeing the incredible blending that’s 
going on right now has me pretty 
inspired. Every time I’m exposed to 
something new through something 
familiar, my world and creative brain 
expands that much more.

Starting with Queen B 
(Beyoncé). I’ve never been a coun-
try fan. I don’t relate to the lyrics, 
and popular country just never hit 
that spot for me. Cowboy Carter, 
Beyonce’s latest album, has taken 
over my life. She takes old school 
country roots and mixes them with 
not just some contemporary pop 
and R&B elements, but also the 
unique style that is Queen B her-
self. She also layers in real history 

with every lyric of the album. Even 
the imagery and marketing that 
accompanies the album is inspired 
by the history of country music, 
Black cowboys, and westerns. It’s 
literal genius. Thanks to it, I’ve even 
discovered other country artists 
that bring this same vibe, and I’m 
finding myself maybe a country fan. 
Genre blending and elevating art at 
its finest.

Now onto book world genre 
blending. Aside from my ran-
dom dog pieces (tell your dog I 
said ‘hi’), you generally read me 
to hear about books, even if it’s 
a constant onslaught of genres 
you might be more ‘eh’ about, like 
horror or romance. So, drum roll 
please… one of the latest (and 
greatest) fiction genre blends is… 
HORROMANCE! Yes, it’s exact-
ly what you think: a blend of two 
things you’d really think would 
cancel each other out. The combo 
of the two isn’t something I’d really 
thought should be combined, and I 

say that as an avid reader of both.
‘Horromance’ as a genre has 

been really making waves in the 
publishing world, and I’m realiz-
ing how many of it I’ve actually 
read. Sylvia Moreno Garcia and 
Megan Shepherd are two examples 
of favorite authors who’ve been 
excelling in this genre far before it 
became an actual thing. It’s honestly 
authors like Moreno and Shepherd 
who got me braving reading horror, 
so just another testament to the 
power of the ‘genre blend.’ Recently, 
I read Vampires of El Norte by 
Isabel Cañas. Not only is this 
horromance, it’s also historical fic-
tion, taking place in Mexico in the 
1840s when the United States was 
leveraging its territory wars with 
its southern neighbor. It’s seriously 
good, and I’ll call it sneaky horror 
( just vampires), so it’s not particu-
larly graphic. It’s also not a vampire 
romance, so I feel confident histor-
ical fiction readers especially will 
enjoy this one.

ON GENRE BLENDING
FROM THE SHELF

Sara Leady
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ANDERSON — New Foundations 
Home for Children began in 1974 by Judge 
Mike Glenn to create a safe and nurturing 
environment for children who had been 
removed from their families or faced juvenile 
incarceration. With the community’s help, the 
Anderson Youth Authority was born. Since 
that time, the agency 
has been known by 
several names, but its 
mission has always 
been the same, to 
Do Whatever It 
Takes to Secure the Future of Children and 
Families. “It is hard to believe 50 years have 
passed since Justice Glenn’s vision became 
reality,” comments Steve Dean, CEO. And 
his wonderment comes from experience. His 
association with the agency began as one of 
those juveniles facing the justice system the 
agency was tasked to help. As Justice Glen has 
often remarked, he didn’t realize he was giving 
a young Steve Dean a lifetime sentence!

As Steve was working his way through 
various positions within New Foundations, 
the agency was serving thousands of children 
and families from across the State and gain-
ing a stellar reputation with the various state 
departments that placed children and families 
in its programs. 

New Foundations has kept a low profile 
in the community but 50th year plans include 
a more visible presence, especially in the 
Upstate. “There has never been a more critical 

time for the public to recognize foster care 
needs in the State,” explained Evette Powers, 
Director of Quality Assurance. “Families and 
facilities are overwhelmed trying to provide 
the care and therapeutic treatment required 
to make the next generation of youth able to 
navigate the world.” 

To start its 50th year celebrations, the 
staff and community held a kick-off event on 

March 27th at the 
Standridge Road 
facility in Anderson. 
The senior leadership 

team, Kathy Krob, Rhonda Gambrell, Evette 
Powers, and CEO Steve Dean spoke about 
New Foundations’ past and plans for the 
future. “The public can make such a lasting 
impact on the future of their communities,” 
Ms. Powers reiterated. It is hoped that this 
anniversary will shine a spotlight on New 
Foundations Home for Children’s programs 
and foster care needs across the State. 

4000+ children under 18 in South 
Carolina are currently in foster placements. A 
third of these youth will experience a change 
in their living arrangements at least three 
times a year. New Foundations offers resi-
dential and foster programs that shelter and 
protect youth, and programs that provide sup-
port to families. Through these services, New 
Foundations Home for Children, Inc. brings 
stability and assistance to emotionally trauma-
tized children and vulnerable families so they 
can move on to the next chapter in their lives.

New Foundations Home 
for Children kicks off its 
50th anniversary year
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Local artist has residency in France
As an ambassador and native of Anderson, 

Herman Keith recently spent two months 
in France as the Artist-in-Residence in 
Clermont-Ferrand. This city in south-central 
France is home to the Michelin headquarters.

Anderson, SC was chosen to host the 
International Network of Michelin Cities 
conference in April of this year. As part of this 
relationship between the cities, Herman was 
chosen as their artist in residence and Diann 
Simms was selected to spend a week in France 
as part of their European Travel Diary Festival.

As a public art muralist, Herman was 
commissioned to create a mural as part of his 
residency. His technique involves designing an 
image and collaborating with local residents 
to take part in the painting of the design. 
Jules Michelet, a local elementary school in 
Clermont-Ferrand was chosen to participate 
in this collaboration. Keith took prepared 
panels to the classrooms of his design as stu-
dents and faculty helped add the paint the 
image. As locals take ownership in the mural, 
the project evolves into a representation of 
unity and pride. 

When asked about his experience in 

France, Keith says, “The subject of the mural 
was a combination of South Carolina’s state 
flower, the Yellow Jasmine, and the dormant 
volcano, Puy de Dome, outside the city of 
Clermont-Ferrand. This public piece will 
always be a reminder of the possibility of 
unity among people who are separated by 
miles, cultural differences, language and life-
styles. And will be evidence of our oneness 
through the collective spirit.”

She’s ranked No. 1 in her division across the 
state of South Carolina in karate.

She runs a ministry of sign language at area 
churches to share Christianity.

She graduated with a degree in accounting 
at age 48 after succeeding in a starkly different 
career, running a household and raising a child.

Now, as part of an extra, truly personal 
contribution to her day job, she’s learned to sew 
and is making blankets for babies who she helps 
deliver at the AnMed Maternity Center.

Tracy Estrich is a surgical technologist who’s 
made a habit of delivering wonders.

“A better patient experience is what we’re 
chasing, so we want to find a way to make a 
connection with the patients,” said Nedra Brown, 
assistant vice president of women and children’s 
services and orthopedic services. “That’s what 
Tracy has done on her own. It’s amazing. And it’s 
not a random blanket.”

No, what she learns about the families she 
cares for helps inform her choices of materials. 
If she notices affinity for penguins or dolphins, 
those animals will be in the print of the fabric 
for that baby and family. If she’s able to learn the 
mother has a deep appreciation for a kind of 
flower or a certain color, that will be in the fabric.

“Sometimes I know it has to be God, because 
I’ll hand a family something with a farm print 
and they’re like, ‘How did you know I live on 
a farm?’” Estrich said. “I want to be on ‘Project 

Runway.’ That would be so cool. But those peo-
ple are so mean.”

Estrich was watching “Project Runway” when 
she got the feeling she could be a fashion design-
er. She leaned on her charge nurse, Amy Heintz, 
to connect with Amy’s mother, Barb Heintz, 
who used to work in the mother-baby wing, too. 
Barb Heintz taught Tracy Estrich to sew.

The first project Estrich mounted was to 
make a dress for her granddaughter.

She quickly moved on to sewing blankets for 
AnMed babies. The AnMed Foundation reim-
burses her for the expenses.

“I wanted to figure out a way I could give 
back to the community, just something that they 
could keep, something where they could remem-
ber when their baby was born 
– because it’s a special time when 
they’re having a baby,” Estrich 
said. “That’s what made me do 
it. Just to present it to them after 
I’ve helped with their delivery and see their faces 
light up, like, ‘You made my baby a blanket?!’ – it 
warms my heart.”

That warm heart might seem apparent when 
Estrich is performing sign language, something 
she taught herself and has done for about 20 
years after getting into it through a friend. And 
her will might be evident in how, in the middle of 
her career in health care, she returned to school 
to earn a degree in accounting in 2022. But the 
wonder that might seem to round out Estrich 

could be that she got into karate at age 49.
She trains under Marty Knight in Belton 

after studying martials arts in her 20s.
“I hate the gym, so the only 

thing that really made me feel 
good was karate,” Estrich said. 
“It’s therapy to be able to hit 
people.”

It’s also therapy to share a much more tender 
side, she said. And nothing else she does seems 
to take the place of her true career.

Her sister, Ksha Wilson, happens to work 
on 8 South. And their mother, Barbara Hudson, 
was a longtime security officer at AnMed.

“I don’t know if I’ll pursue accounting or 
anything else really for a career because I really 
love what I do,” Estrich said. “I told Nedra that 
I wasn’t going to stop making the baby blankets. 
That’s something I’m going to do until I retire.”

Surgical technologist sews baby blankets while juggling many talents

Tracy Estrich
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Note: This article is continued from the previ-
ous issue of the Electric City News.

BY RICH OTTER
Unfortunately, a great percentage of those 

arrested are repeat offenders. In some respects, 
however, that may be beneficial for both the 
arrested party and the officer involved if there 
has been a previous beneficial relationship or at 
least knowledge by both parties as to what they 
may expect. Likewise, the experience of former 
incarceration may be extremely important, bene-
ficial for the officer as well as a previous inmate.

Under a recently enacted law, jail personnel 
who function unarmed, may be hired under 
the age of 21. That is the age they must attain 
in order to bear arms. Detention Director 
Captain David A. Baker is enthusiastic about 
the law as it permits individuals who are inter-
ested in law enforcement to serve in a deten-
tion facility where they will learn how to work 
with and communicate with inmates without 
the threat of lethal force. 

From her personal experience, Sergeant 
Mitchell explained that in the confined space 
of the detention center you must deal with 
people who are angry and frustrated. “You can 
talk yourself into a fight or you can talk your-
self out of a fight. You learn how to communi-
cate effectively.” 

Baker revealed that a former law enforce-
ment officer told him when he was starting 
out that if he did not learn the art of persua-
sion, he should not be in law enforcement. 
The captain says relationships he developed 
with prisoners have been retained to this day. 

Baker recalled one man who had repeat-
edly been arrested for domestic violence and 
had always fought when arrested. On one 
occasion he was called to the scene with the 
individual and he just did not feel like getting 
into a brawl. He told the man that he had to 
go to jail but that he didn’t want to have to 
fight him. He told him if he didn’t fight that 
he would tell the judge he had cooperated and 
not resisted, and he would recommend to the 
judge that he not be incarcerated and not have 
to put up bond. Baker told him he could not 
guarantee it would work but could save a fight 
and paying for a bond and he thought the 
judge would go along with it. The judge did as 
he was asked. It developed a trust relationship 
with the individual that persisted.

Captain Baker said in the jail they use a 
procedure he refers to as deliberate indiffer-
ence - treat everybody the same way. They 
have prisoners who have fought each other 
and some who are in opposing gangs. The 
jailers don’t want to develop preferences. They 
maintain an equal relationship and it is recog-
nized.

Baker was observed in the jail being hailed 

by an unruly prisoner with a complaint. He 
was talking to the prisoner and then had to 
be called away for another situation. He told 
the prisoner he would come back, and he did. 
This had been observed and was mentioned 
to him. The captain said it was important that 
he be a man of his word. He and the prisoner 
might not agree, but the prisoner would know 
Baker did what he said he would do. It would 
be important in the future. 

Many of the people in jail, including trust-
ies who come from incarceration in Columbia, 
may be very talented people or have trades 
that can be utilized while in the Anderson 
Detention Center. Some of their jail-time 
activities may assist in rehabilitation through 
learning a new trade or improving their ability 
in a trade already entered.

Prisoner talent sometimes produce sur-
prises. Recently, help from an inmate artist 
brought pleasure to county staff members and 
other inmates, and gave the opportunity for an 
artist to express his ability. 

The inmate asked Captain Baker if he 
would like him to paint murals on walls in the 
Clyde Stone Building (the former Anderson 
County Home adjacent to the Detention 
Center). He told Baker he had done murals 
at other locations where he had spent time. 
Baker was interested but did not have any 
idea as to the quality of his work. The inmate 
said if Baker didn’t like it, he would paint back 
over his work and return the wall to its former 
color. After it was agreed to try it, the inmate 
asked what he would like to have on the wall.

Captain Baker showed him a picture of 
a favorite place where he duck-hunted in 
Tennessee. When painted, it covered the back 
wall of his office and lapped over to a small 
extent on each of the adjoining walls. It was 
then suggested it be given a three-dimensional 
element by adding some of the captain’s taxi-
dermy duck mounts. After they were included, 
the inmate painted flying ducks on the mural 

background 
to bring it all 
together.

With 
that success, 
a mural was 
then painted 
on a wall in 
the office 
of Karen 
S. Bowen, 
Laboratory 
Director 
of the 
Anderson/
Oconee 
Regional 
Laboratory. 

That followed with a mural on a wall inside 
the jail but was unfinished when the prison-
er had to be returned to the penitentiary in 
Columbia. Certainly, the prisoner preferred 
doing the murals to other work he might have 
been assigned, but the relationship allowed it 
to be done and was of mutual benefit.

De-escalation and developing a relation-
ship of trust can be one of law enforcement’s 
most valuable weapons.

A SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP, PART 2

Sheriff Chad McBride

VirTra Console

501 N Main Street
Anderson, SC 29621

(864) 224-3131
www.merlenormanstudio.com/sc/anderson
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BUILD YOUR OWN BUSINESS

2024

DHEC
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May 16th
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Marketing

June 20th
Business Plan

Writing

July 18th

Funding
August 15th

Growth in a
Commissary

September 19th
Social Media

October 17th
Food Service

Etiquette

November 16th

City of Anderson
Economic Development

c i t y o f a n d e r s o n s c . c o m

A  y e a r - l o n g  s e r i e s  t o  h e l p  y o u  B u i l d  Y o u r  O w n  B u s i n e s s !
O u r  2 0 2 4  B Y O B  p r o g r a m m i n g  l i n e u p  i s  g e a r e d  t o w a r d s  f o o d  e n t r e p r e n e u r s  a s  w e  c e l e b r a t e
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T h e  C i t y  o f  A n d e r s o n  p r e s e n t s :

Monthly workshops held the 3rd Thursday.

12:00pm-1:30pm | 102 North Murray Ave.

Lunch is provided |  Registration required

A program designed to equip

you with the information, skills,

and resources in order to

create a successful business. 

The sessions feature topic

experts who will give you the

tools to build your business.

All sessions are free! 

RSVP to

fmilford@cityofandersonsc.com

or 864-231-2605
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$500 off of a custom  
Sleep Appliance

Gabrielle F. Cannick, DMD, PhD
Grand Oaks Dental, LLC  

3905 Liberty Highway, Anderson, SC, 29621
Call 864-224-0809 or visit www.grandoaksdental.com 

EMA� works by open-
ing the bite and gently 
advancing the mandi-
ble (or jaw) with elastic 
straps to increase 
airway space.

This custom-made oral 
appliance is only avail-
able through dental 
professionals.

Ask your dentist if 
EMA is right for you.

For a  
better 
night’s 
sleep

YOUR DENTIST CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE

Practice self-care by emphasizing a positive attitude
In recent features we have been discussing 

the emerging topic of “self-care” or “lifestyle 
medicine”, centered on making good life choic-
es. Thus far we have covered the importance 
of restorative sleep and how to achieve it.

Here’s another important self-care step 
you may not have considered that can 
improve your life – and extend it. And that 
is maintaining a positive attitude. Not easy 
considering the challenges we all face day to 
day. Still, there are significant benefits. I am 
open-minded about the possibilities, and I 
would encourage you to do the same. For 
example, there is ample evidence from medical 
studies that thinking positively can reduce the 
risk of dying from all causes compared with 
those who have a “glass half empty” life view.

There are key practices that have been 
identified that can help us achieve and sustain 
a positive attitude. Why not give it a try, even 
knowing that as humans we are likely to slide 
from time to time.

1. Pleasure – embrace it every day not 
just on special occasions like holidays and 

weddings. It’s those 
everyday moments as 
they occur that we tend 
to overlook and let 
slip away. Slow down. 
Take in that visit with 
a friend. A good meal. 
Time with a loved one.

2. Appreciate what 
you have. Never take 
your blessings for 
granted. Count them. 

Write them down. Remember them. Relive 
them. They can help you make it through the 
tough days.

3. Focus on the present. The term today 
is “mindfulness”. When you focus on the here 
and now you are less likely to get caught up 
in worrying about the future or worse living 
life regretting the past. It can also bolster your 

self-confidence and ability to forge deeper 
relationships.

4. Focus on what you can control and 
maintain. You’ve heard the saying, “less is 
more”. Keep your life as normal as possible 
and don’t take on too much, a common failing 
we all have! 

5. Strive for a purpose-filled life. Change is 
inevitable. It is normal to experience a sense of 
loss. No matter how painful, try to embrace it 
as a new challenge or opportunity. Apply your 
abilities. Follow a regular sleep schedule, get 
enough exercise, eat healthy, and stay in touch 
with friends and family.

As you practice focusing on the positives 
in situations in which you find yourself you 
acquire something very valuable – resilience. 
The earlier in life you adopt these practices 
the greater the potential impact on the quality 
and possibly the length of your life. Self-care 
is not a one-time fix; it is a journey with the 
promise of a better future. If you have any 

questions, please reach out. Consider us your 
hometown resource for guidance and support.

Dr. Gabrielle F. Cannick is the owner of 
Grand Oaks Dental, located at 3905 Liberty 
Highway in Anderson. A strong believer that 
dental fear and anxiety should not prevent any 
patient from receiving the highest quality dental 
care, Dr. Cannick has received extensive training 
in Sedation Dentistry and is a certified mem-
ber of the Dental Organization for Conscious 
Sedation. She is also a member of the South 
Carolina Dental Association, the American 
Dental Association, the Academy of General 
Dentistry, and the American Academy of Dental 
Sleep Medicine.

For more information about Grand Oaks 
Dental and the services provided, please call 864-
224-0809, or click to grandoaksdental.com or 
visit us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.
com/GrandOaksDental.

Dr. Gabrielle 
F. Cannick
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What is the best defense against viral infection? 
Boost your immune system now!

Dr. Gabrielle  
F. Cannick

 

 
 
YOUR DENTIST CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE 
 

Yes, A Woman’s Oral Health Can Change Throughout Life.  
 
By Dr. Gabrielle Cannick, DM, PhD. 
 Grand Oaks Dental 
 
Let me start by reminding everyone this is Women’s Breast Cancer Awareness 
month, an important annual effort to increase public awareness of this devastating 
illness. The sobering fact is approximately 250,000 women in the US will be 
diagnosed with breast cancer – this year. More than 40,500 will die.  
 
There is no sure way to prevent breast cancer. But there are things you can do 
that might lower your risk. Medical research has linked some forms of breast 
cancer to alcohol consumption, obesity and lack of exercise. The American Cancer 
Society recommends maintaining a healthy weight throughout life by balancing 
your food intake with physical activity. And of course, women should take 
advantage of today’s better screening that can lead to early detection.  
 
Ladies do not ignore this. 
 
Further, I want to take this opportunity to emphasize that women also have 
unique oral health care challenges throughout their lives.  
 
My female patients will often ask, “Do my oral health needs change as I age? If so 
how?” Due to normal hormonal fluctuations, women’s oral health needs change at 
different stages throughout life, i.e. puberty, pregnancy. Moreover, medical 

Lately the news has been filled with reports 
about the viral outbreak in China. As I write 

this it has spread to 
other countries with 
some cases reported 
here in the United 
States. Indeed, we seem 
to be experiencing 
more such episodes. 
Undeniably we are 
more globally connect-
ed than at any time 
in history — thereby 
increasing our exposure.

This begs the ques-
tion: Is there anything we can do in our daily 
lives to help protect ourselves and our loved 
ones from these health risks?

Yes. We can boost our immune systems, a 
marvelous frontline defense in the on-going 
war taking place in our bodies. We do get sick, 
but despite constant attack most of the time we 
remain healthy. Our immune system is com-
prised of white blood cells that recognize and 

destroy specific invaders. On top this our brain 
contains messenger molecules produced by our 
immune system that enable the brain and the 
immune system to work together in harmony 
to protect us.

It is nothing short of amazing. And it proves 
how our physical condition is closely related to 
our mental and emotional state. If we’re happy 
and free from stress, our immune system is 
better able to fight sickness. Enjoyment can 
boost the body’s immune system for hours. 
Positive feelings stimulate the spleen, pro-
ducing an increase in healthy red blood cells 
and simultaneously increasing the number of 
cancer-fighting cells. Experiencing pleasure 
can increase levels of a compound in the body 
called immunoglobulin A — our first line of 
defense against colds and flu.

Armed with this knowledge, who would not 
want to boost their immune system? The blue-
print is well known. Make it your life’s mission 
to embrace a healthy lifestyle: 

Diet. Stick with whole food, not processed 
food. Eat fresh fruits, vegetables, and lean cuts 

of meat. Drinking plenty of water helps cells 
operate more efficiently to process food and 
eliminate waste.

Exercise. Even moderate exercise mobilizes 
immune system cells, helping the body defend 
itself against pathogens and even cancer cell 
growth. Exercise may also protect the immune 
system from the effects of aging.

Stress Reduction. Prolonged stress may 
wear down the immune system. To keep your 
stress in check, there’s meditation and yoga. But 
to keep it simple, try deep breathing to relax!

Sleep. Vital to preventing sickness is eight 
hours sleep each night. A study of thousands of 
people found that those who slept less than six 
hours were more likely to have infections. (Our 
practice specializes in assisting patients with 
sleep issues.)

Add to this your personal hygiene. The sim-
ple act of washing your hands is one of the most 
effective things we can do to prevent the spread 
of germs that cause infectious diseases including 
viruses. In addition, there is flossing and brush-
ing daily coupled with regular dental checkups.

Bleeding gums allow bacteria into our 
bodies which can weaken our immune system. 
Please call us with questions. Think of us as 
your hometown resource for guidance and 
support.

Dr. Gabrielle F. Cannick is the owner of Grand 
Oaks Dental, located at 3905 Liberty Highway 
in Anderson. A strong believer that dental fear 
and anxiety should not prevent any patient from 
receiving the highest quality dental care, Dr. 
Cannick has received extensive training in Sedation 
Dentistry and is a certified member of the Dental 
Organization for Conscious Sedation. She is also a 
member of the South Carolina Dental Association, 
the American Dental Association, the Academy of 
General Dentistry, and the American Academy of 
Dental Sleep Medicine.

For more information about Grand Oaks 
Dental and the services provided, please call 864-
224-0809, or click to grandoaksdental.com or visit 
us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/
GrandOaksDental.

Get gorgeous with North America’s #1 choice.

*Applies to selected window treatments and Enlightened Style products from Budget Blinds. Restrictions may apply, ask for details. 
Minimum purchase required. Valid for a limited time, not valid with any other offers, discounts, or coupons. Offer good at initial time of 
estimate only. At participating franchises only. ©2018 Budget Blinds, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Budget Blinds is a trademark of Budget 
Blinds, LLC and a Home Franchise Concepts Brand. Each franchise independently owned and operated.

25% OFF 
On Selected Window Coverings*

864-332-0612
BudgetBlinds.com/Anderson

Call now for your free consultation at home! 

Blinds • Shutters • Shades • Drapes • Home Automation

We’re your local, neighborhood experts.

And we’re also backed by North America’s

#1 provider of custom window coverings.

We do it all for you, measure and install —

because we think that everyone, at every

budget, deserves style, service, and the

best warranty in the business.

• Offer expires February 28, 2018Offer expires March 31, 2020

Straight Teeth in 6 MONTHS

MARCH 26MARCH 26MARCH 26
1 DAY ONLY
MARCH 26MARCH 26
1 DAY ONLY1 DAY ONLY1 DAY ONLY1 DAY ONLY

Sign up on 
MARCH 26 and 

SAVE $1000!

Clear Brackets & Wires

Six Month Smiles® Day: Sign up 
on MARCH 26 and SAVE $1000!

Unnoticeable at the surface and 
engineered for quick results to deliver 
an attractive and confident smile.

March 26: Save on Six Month Smiles® Clear Braces.
Sign up on March 26 and SAVE $1000 on treatment. If 
you have crowded, crooked, spaces/gaps, OR rotated 
teeth, then this treatment can change your life.

We have hundreds of incredibly happy patients 
that have had Six Month Smiles® treatment. 
This is our favorite procedure to perform, it’s 
incredible how much can change in 6 months, 
sometimes less. Visit 6MonthSmiles.com to 
hear from real patients and what a difference 
this has made in their lives.

Grand Oaks Dental, LLC
3905 Liberty Highway
Anderson, SC 29621
www.grandoaksdental.com

There will be door prizes including an
Oral B Genius Electric Toothbrush, WaterPik 
Waterflosser, $50 Amazon Gift Card

Call 864-224-0809 to schedule an appointment
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SAVE $1000!

Clear Brackets & Wires

Six Month Smiles® Day: Sign up 
on MARCH 26 and SAVE $1000!

Unnoticeable at the surface and 
engineered for quick results to deliver 
an attractive and confident smile.

March 26: Save on Six Month Smiles® Clear Braces.
Sign up on March 26 and SAVE $1000 on treatment. If 
you have crowded, crooked, spaces/gaps, OR rotated 
teeth, then this treatment can change your life.

We have hundreds of incredibly happy patients 
that have had Six Month Smiles® treatment. 
This is our favorite procedure to perform, it’s 
incredible how much can change in 6 months, 
sometimes less. Visit 6MonthSmiles.com to 
hear from real patients and what a difference 
this has made in their lives.

Grand Oaks Dental, LLC
3905 Liberty Highway
Anderson, SC 29621
www.grandoaksdental.com

There will be door prizes including an
Oral B Genius Electric Toothbrush, WaterPik 
Waterflosser, $50 Amazon Gift Card

Call 864-224-0809 to schedule an appointment

Offer expires May 31, 2024
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MUSINGS OF AN OLE BALL COACH

Resolutions in disguise
The coach was preparing this as a New 

Years article. His untimely fall that resulted 
in a broken hip, the ensuing surgery and two 
weeks rehabilitation, followed by the demise 
of his L.W. put him slightly off schedule.

You’ve heard me loudly and vociferous-
ly proclaim, “I always make News Years 
Resolutions and what’s more, I’ll always make 
them until I get it right.” Well, forget I said 
that! I’m replacing them with some things to 
avoid. I think they might be easier to keep.

#1 Avoid hypocrisy. What a scurrilous 
blight on mankind when we do, in spades, 
what we admonish others for doing like, 

“Man the preacher went too long today.” After 
this guy just delivered 
a six minute diatribe 
on almost nothing of 
importance.  As the good 
book admonishes,  “Don’t 
complain about the mote 
in thy neighbors eye until 
you remove the log in 
thine own eye.”

#2 Avoid taking any-
thing for granted. Don’t 

expect a friendship to last or a bad habit to 
reoccur if you stop working at it. The erudite 

Satchel Paige once succinctly said. “Don’t look 
back, somebody might be gaining on you.” 
Why not include the USA also: “The price of 
liberty is eternal vigilance.”

If athletics teaches us anything and I 
believe it is a microcosm of life, it is that if you 
think your opponents can’t come back from an 
insurmountable lead, you’re gonna lose. 

#3 Avoid pomposity. You’ll never endear 
yourself to others, if you act smug and pomp-
ous just because your team just won a football 
game. Your friend might embrace a philosophy 
which is, “I don’t let 22 teenagers playing a 
game determine what kind of weekend you 
have.”

#4 Avoid the “I don’t have time to do that 
now syndrome.”  If you don’t have the time 
and energy to do it now, just think tomorrow 
you’ll only be a day older and deeper in debt. 
So prioritize, but don’t procrastinate.

#5 Avoid lecturing. You might be passion-
ate about your politics, your religion or your 
faith, but that doesn’t mean that the prey you 
have cornered is. I’ve reached an age that I 
should be empowered with a certain amount 
of sagacity and wisdom, so why is it I’m get-
ting lectured to so often? 

#6 Avoid saying, “I told you so.” This is 
probably the most egregious of all the above, 
and the hardest one to avoid. We get a deli-
cious feeling of well-being and accomplish-
ment by pointing out we were right. We try 
to disguise it in many ways such as, “It was 
pretty obvious how that was going to turn out. 
The law of averages was working against you. 
What did you expect.” The best way I know to 
destroy a relationship would be a steady diet 
of that type of rhetoric.

#7 Be thankful. Whatever your station 
in life, almost even your circumstances never 
minimize more your blessings. My recent 
experience made me realize that value of 
friends and support systems. Your least ardent 
acquaintance might be a colossus of support 
in your time of need. 

Jim Fraser was the 
athletic director and head 
football coach at T.L. 
Hanna High School from 
1968-1985. He was also 
a full time member of the 
faculty who taught U.S. 
History.

Jim Fraser

Keeping a wild child like me occupied, and 
preventing me from destroying the house like 
an F5 tornado was challenging, but my grand-
mother had her ways. 

  “ Grandmother, 
there’s a red bird in the 
front yard”. She’d say,  If 
you put salt on its tail, 
you can catch it”.  I’d get 
the salt shaker and slowly 
opened the screen door 
and creep down the steps 
with the salt shaker 
poised in my right 
hand, and my 

left hand ready for the capture. I took 
a second to look back at my grand-
mother standing at the door with a 
knowing smile, and I would be feeling 
the pride of thinking I was about to 
trick that red bird into my hands. If 
there had been iPhones back then, the 
next few moments would be record-
ed and go viral on YouTube within 
seconds. But all I have is a memory of 
that salt shaker flying through the air 

and knocking 
that red bird 
out cold as it 
left the ground. 
The odds of that 
happening were 
astronomical, but 
it had happened, and 
I looked back at my 
grandmother, and 
her mouth was agape 
with astonishment. 
I walked toward the 
unconscious cardi-
nal, and just as I was 
about to grab the 
lifeless mound of red 
feathers, it shook it’s 

head and flew away in a flash.  Underneath 
the salt shaker was one small Red Feather. I  

sprinkled a little salt on it, and picked 
it up.  I kept that salty feather in my 

pocket, it was the only evidence 
I had of my most unbelievable 
bird hunting excursion. The 
salt shaker would be the 
only casualty that day, and 
never saw the inside again. 

At supper that evening I 
told my grandfather what 
happened, and pulled out 
that salty feather as proof. 
He looked at my grand-

mother with a  question 
mark on his face, and she 

denied my true tale, saying, 
“ he must have picked up that 

thing outside somewhere”.  I 
couldn’t believe it, my only eye-

witness was turning against me, 
and I would be known as a pants on 

fire fibber, never to have my stories heard as 
truth again.

He then looked at me and said, “Get that 
nasty feather out of here, and go wash your 
hands”. I got up from the table with my salty 
feather evidence, walked over to the kitchen 
sink, and washed my hands, letting the salty 
feather go down the drain, along with my 
innocence. I wasn’t hungry anymore, and as I 
was leaving the kitchen I heard my grandfa-
ther say, “PASS the SALT.”

THE SALTY FEATHER

Neal Parnell
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“BUSINESS 
IDEAS WITH 
COMMUNITY 
FEEDBACK.”

 JOIN US! 
 EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 8 AM 
 FREE BREAKFAST AND COFFEE 

THE BREW

For more information visit  
www.facebook.com/downtownanderson or 

email cgaddis@cityofandersonsc.com

 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICES
 102 N. MURRAY AVE. 
 ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

It’s almost Mother’s Day, so if 
you have a daughter, why not cel-
ebrate with a movie night? Put on 
matching jammies, pop some pop-
corn, and stream “Little Women,” in 
which 19th-century sisters Meg, Jo, 
Beth, and Amy March are shepherd-
ed through the obstacles of ado-
lescence by their mom, whom they 
adore. Then, when you’re feeling all 
warm inside, stream a 21st-century 
look at the mother-daughter rela-
tionship, “Lady Bird,” in which an 
argument between the young title 
character and her mother becomes 
so bitter and personal and ANGRY 
that the teenager actually throws 
herself from a moving car.

I still tear up every time I watch 
“Little Women,” but for most moth-
ers and daughters, “Lady Bird” is 
closer to reality. I’ll bet that at least 
once, even Jo wanted to jump out 
of a carriage over some dust-up 
with Marmie. There just seems 

to be something uniquely intense 
about these relationships, so for an 
explanation of the mother-daugh-

ter dynamic 
-- and why it 
is sometimes 
so intense 
-- I turned 
to Dr. Karen 
Lake, Ph.D., 
of Lake 
Psychological 
Services in 
Columbia.

“As girls, we value the esteem 
of our mothers more than anyone 
else’s,” she says. “There’s also no one 
in the whole world that we expect 
to understand us better than our 
moms, and it’s frustrating when 
they don’t live up to understanding 
our every thought and feeling the 
way we think they should. Often, 
the emotional boundaries are a lot 
looser in this relationship because 

we know that we’re always going to 
love each other, so we may feel freer 
to express negative feelings.”

As a mother for almost three 
decades and a daughter for A 
Whole Lot Longer, I am thankful 
that I’ve never had a “Lady Bird” 
blowup with Elizabeth, my daugh-
ter, or Barbara, my mother, two 
people whom I love more than 
almost anyone in the world. We’ve 
definitely had our moments, though, 
when we’ve stubbornly remained 
entrenched in our positions, refus-
ing to give an inch. The most mem-
orable of these stem from arguments 
over clothes, make-up, vegetables, 
piano practice, “Operator” by 
Manhattan Transfer, Girl Scouts, 
pharmacy school, “Cynthia” as a 
name for a cat, and flip-flops as reg-
ular footwear. ( Just for giggles, see 
if you can guess who I argued with 
over which. Answers appear below.)

Each of these arguments seemed 

important at the time, but as I list 
them now, they just seem ridiculous. 
What is not ridiculous, though, are 
the tender moments we’ve shared, 
like the times my mother told me 
that being adopted meant that my 
sister and I were the most wanted 
children in the world. Like the time 
she took me to The Sweetery for tea 
when I was going through a little 
post-partum depression, assuring 
me that everything would be okay. 
Like the time that Elizabeth mem-
orized one of my favorite poems 
and recited it for me on Christmas 
morning as a gift. Like the time she 

and I texted back and forth for an 
hour, Elizabeth in a French train 
station while waiting on a friend 
and me under the covers of my bed, 
trying not to wake her dad.

Whether you’re a mother or 
a daughter, I’d like to wish you a 
Mother’s Day filled with fewer 
squabbles and more hugs, more 
“Little Women” and less “Lady Bird.” 
Just remember that if a car trip is 
involved, everyone remains seated 
until the vehicle comes to a com-
plete stop.

What’s the most ridiculous thing 
you’ve ever argued about with your 
mother or daughter? Email your 
story to editkim50@gmail.com. 
And in case you’re curious, I argued 
with my mother over clothes, vege-
tables, “Operator,” pharmacy school, 
and “Cynthia.” I argued with my 
daughter over makeup, Girl Scouts, 
and flip-flops. I got into it with both 
of them over piano practice.

Kim von Keller

If you survive it, the mother-daughter relationship is the best

Kim von Keller

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY
Hospitality.
It’s one of the words most often 

associated with the South. Whether 
it’s the way we greet each other on 
the street, raise an index finger – 
emphasize “index” – from the steer-
ing wheel when we meet an oncom-
ing vehicle, or entertain people in our 
homes, hospitality is what people 
across the world have come to expect 
when they visit the American South.

When I was growing up, my mom 
was the embodiment of Southern 
hospitality. She never forgot a name 
or face, and if she ran into you at the 
mall, she was sure to give you her full 
attention. Once, she and my dad were 
sitting outside of Baskin Robbins, 
enjoying a couple of cones, when my 
dad saw a work friend and at once 
began a conversation, neglecting to 
introduce the friend’s wife to my mom. 
Nevertheless, my mom introduced 
herself and did all the polite things: 

offered to buy her a cone, asked about 
her family, and so on. Unfortunately, 
the woman didn’t catch my mom’s 

name, so when 
she asked, 
“What’s the 
name?” my 
mom thought 
she was refer-
ring to the 
ice cream and 
said, “French 
Vanilla.” We 
have called that 

her stripper name ever since.
As nicknames go, French Vanilla 

is probably a good one as her real 
show of hospitality has always 
involved food. If one entree was good, 
three were better, especially if she was 
feeding someone for the first time. 
“I don’t know what they might like,” 
she’d say. There would be multiple 
side dishes, a green salad AND a Jello 

salad, bread, a couple of desserts, and 
a gallon of home-brewed sweet tea. 
The first time I brought Ted home to 
meet my parents, he thought she was 
trying to kill him so she could fix me 
up with someone else.

Hospitality has been on my mind 
recently as Anderson prepares to 
host the 2024 International Network 
of Michelin Cities Conference. City 
officials and a team of volunteers 
have been working for two years to 
prepare for more than 150 visitors 
across the globe as they discuss how 
to make every city better. These city 
representatives come from Serbia, 
Brazil, Spain, Portugal, Italy, France, 
Germany, Japan, Canada, Mexico, 
the United Kingdom, and Ukraine. 
And while no one expects you to 
open your home to 150 guests, there 
are ways that anyone in Anderson 
can show what a welcoming city we 
are by attending the events that are 

open to the public.
To start, there’s an orchestra 

concert planned for Sunday, April 
14 at Anderson University at 3 PM. 
The Orchestre National d’Auvergne, 
which hails from Clermont-Ferrand, 
France, the INMC’s founding city, 
will perform at the Rainey Fine Arts 
Center’s Henderson Auditorium. 
What a great opportunity to bond 
over music, the universal language.

If time will not allow you to 
attend the concert, try out the 
Community Food Truck Night 
on April 15 from 6-8 PM at the 
Anderson County Farmers Market. 
Consider showing up and greeting 
our overseas guests, asking them 
about street food in their countries. 
An added bonus is that you won’t 
have to cook or wash dishes.

On Wednesday, April 17, South 
Carolina artist Brian Rutenberg will 
give a public lecture at Anderson 

University’s Daniel Recital Hall from 
9-10 AM. Wouldn’t it be interesting 
to find out about others’ impressions 
of American art and artists?

Finally, on Thursday, April 18, 
the public is invited to a conference 
session, called a Thematic Lab, on 
Economic Equity at the Anderson 
Main Library from 9-11 AM. 
Economic issues are always on the 
forefront of an election year, so to hear 
voices from across the globe address 
the topic could be quite timely.

Many years ago, my grandmother 
gave me one of those page-a-day cal-
endars that has inspirational quotes, 
jokes, and the occasional Bible verse. 
When I arrived at the page that 
corresponds with my wedding anni-
versary, the message from Hebrews 
13:2 sums up the way we should 
greet guests: “Do not forget to show 
hospitality to strangers, for by so 
doing some people have shown hos-
pitality to angels without knowing 
it.” Welcoming our international visi-
tors as if they are angels will confirm 
that their impressions of Southern 
hospitality have been right all along.
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THE GARDEN SHOP

Waves of color
Black jetbead bloom and berry

It’s Spring Break, and for my family, that 
means one thing. It’s time to pull out our swim-
wear and get out in the sunshine. After a some-
what gloomy winter, I have to say I’m ready for 
it. I’ve come up with three swimsuits ranging 

from budget friendly to 
high end. I don’t know 
about you, but I don’t 
think there’s anything 
worse than having to go 
into that dreadful dressing 
room and try on swim-
suits in that awful fluores-
cent lighting. So, I say take 
your measurements cor-

rectly at home and order online the best way you 
can, so you can avoid that all together if possible. 

The first swimsuit I discovered is by a 
company called Good American. I like this 
company because it caters to every shape, size, 
curve and style for all of our bodies. The price 
point is also amazing because everything is 
right at $100 and under. They have everything 
from full coverage swimwear to cover ups, 
bikinis and beautiful one pieces that would suit 
everyone. They run true to size. They fit nicely 
and the material is really good. The patterns 

are pretty, but also you can do a dark look too. 
Whatever you fancy or choose it will look great. 

Second on my list is a company called 
Beach Riot. Anthropologie and Dillard’s actu-
ally sell this brand and the swimsuit is lovely 
for the price and it comes in white, black, red 
and beige. You can also get them in pink and 
orange if you want to go bold. It’s a nylon 
blend fabric with a detachable belt that is so 
pretty and accentuates. You could put a cover 
up on and go from the beach and directly into 
the beach bar or restaurant with this cutie. 

Lastly is my luxury item. It’s not a swim-
suit but it’s actually a kaftan. A kaftan is so 
versatile. If it’s somewhat embellished it can 
even be worn into a special event, not just the 
beach or pool on a balmy evening. Michael 
Kors makes a Spring floral lace one in the 
color suntan that is simply elegant. It features 
a plunging v neckline with side slits and a full 
length relaxed look. So flowy and free which is 
exactly what we want on spring break this year. 
Hopefully these ideas will get you going in the 
right direction and enjoy the sun. Make sure 
you don’t forget to apply for sunscreen and to 
hydrate. Remember to make the sidewalk your 
runway and kindness always matters. 

SWIMSUITS FOR SUMMER

It is usually surprising how the garden 
seems to bloom in waves of color. Walking 
back from the mailbox, and working on 
training our teenager pup, it occurred to me 
blooms are predominately white now. An old 
fashioned white loropetulum is in full bloom. 
When featured in Southern Living back in 
1980’s, it was described as a plant that should 
not be planted in front of your house unless 
you are hiding from neighbors or the law. It 
gets quite large, at least 20 feet tall and almost 
as wide. Blooms smell wonderful. When some 
of Anderson Memorial Hospital’s Engineering 
men, if that tells you how long ago, were pull-
ing these plants out from the front drop off 
circle, I quickly hurried out there and asked 
them to give me some. This is the only one 

that remains. I have no recollection of what 
happened to the others. Maybe it is worth try-
ing to root another one. 

Native Autumn Brilliance Serviceberry 
(Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Autumn Brilliance’) 
is in full bloom also. It seems to be blooming 
a bit early, as well as some others. Small white 
flowers produce berries that taste like blue-
berries, if you can beat the birds to them. The 
large shrub, small tree, is limbed up and is too 
tall for me to get berries anyway unless I’m 
on the tractor. By limbing it up, this would be 
a great option for a small garden. Pollinators 
love it too. It has wonderful orange/red fall 
color, and pretty gray bark, making it a year-
round interest plant. It grows in full sun or 
dappled shade. I see some here and there in 
the woods. Maybe it gets enough sun when 
leaves are gone to bloom.

Black jetbead (Rhodotypos scandens) is in 
full bloom too. This shrub is about four feet 
tall and will root when it touches the ground, 
like yellow bells do. It came from the South 
Carolina Botanical Gardens plant sale about 
2003. Deer pass it by, it blooms no matter 

what the weather, and ruffled foliage is some-
what interesting too. In the past few years, it 
has been listed as invasive in some literature. 
The common name comes from black, bead 
looking berries later in summer. NC State 
Extension’s website states clearly do not 
plant it. It also lists it as highly poisonous to 
humans. I have to patrol the edge of the woods 
every year for Chinese parasol tree and cardi-
nal candy viburnum that came from SCBG’s 
sale. Both mother plants were killed after 
finding them along the edge of the woods, but 
I’ve never had black jetbead come up anywhere. 
With all the privet, Japanese stilt grass, and 

trees of heaven in the woods, maybe some of 
these monsters will choke each other out. 

A well-behaved viburnum that is an abso-
lute stop you in your tracks when it’s in all its 
glory, snowball viburnum (Viburnum macro-
cephalum), is fantastic right now. As I write 
this issue, the night temps are supposed to 
drop back into the 30’s. I hope it doesn’t turn 
the blooms brown. This is a large shrub, 15 – 
20 feet tall but maybe only half that wide. My 
brother even sent a text asking what are those 
white shrubs. Blooms start out chartreuse 
green and turn white. Deer browse it some 
but nothing too bad. It needs plenty of sun.

Korean spice viburnum (Viburnum carlesii) 
is a wonderfully fragrant shrub that could fit 
into almost any size garden. Buds start out 
pink, in very early spring, and open to white. 
Growing only about six - eight feet tall and 
wide, it is well worth the space. ‘Compactum’ 
is a newer variety that is even smaller, three 
– four feet tall and wide. Korean spice gives 
pretty fall color too, turning rusty red to bur-
gundy. Full sun, at least half a day, is needed 
for this beauty. Cold doesn’t damage the 
blooms. Wonder what the next wave of color, 
and fragrance, will be. Peonies maybe!
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1992. We were mad, we were sad, 
and we had no idea why. Most of us 
were working minimum wage jobs 
that either stressed the number of 
pickles that belonged on each burger 
or how to count back actual change 
to a customer. I was working my first 
job, a video store in a tiny broom 
closet of a town, and I worked for two 
reasons only: to make enough money 
to buy CDs, and to leave $5 or so 
aside for gas and Twizzlers so I could 
ride around, eat Twizzlers and listen 
to music. That was it. No bills, no 
stress, no deadlines: count pickles or 
count back change, and listen to Kurt 
Cobain scream about how sad we 
were. (As I said earlier, we were mad, 
we were sad, and we had no idea why.)

When I first heard Kurt Cobain 
screaming “Smells Like Teen Spirit”, 
I was floored. Here was a guy that 
knew me. Here was a guy that was as 
mad as me and screaming it for all the 
world to hear:

“With the lights out, it’s less danger-
ous

Here we are now, entertain us

I feel stupid and contagious
Here we are now, entertain us
A mulatto, an albino
A mosquito, my libido, yeah

Hey
Yeah”*
As a man 

that’s a quick 
jaunt away 
from half a 
century old, I 
no longer have 
a clue what 
Kurt Cobain 
was talking 

about. I’m not sure I ever did. I was 
mad, I was sad, I had no idea why, and 
Kurt’s lyrics were just vague enough 
and sung with enough angst that I felt 
some connection. As a cherry on top, 
I recently found out that all the drum 
parts played by Dave Grohl/Nirvana 
were totally ripped off from a handful 
of disco songs by The Gap Band and 
Earth, Wind & Fire. Yes, the music 
we were jamming to as a form of 
rebellion against our parents and/
or unknown source of melancholy 

was basically poorly played guitars 
over the drumlines ripped from the 
disco music that the parents we were 
rebelling against listened to as a form 
of rebellion against their parents. As I 
said earlier, it was a time of full circle 
comebacks.

Looking back, I remember so 
much: the music (30 years later and I 
dare say we’ve never seen a handful of 
years give us so much great music as 
the early 90s), the emerging technolo-
gy (hello cellphones and internet), as 
well as full circle comebacks (vinyl was 
cool again). The world was shifting, 
we were moving into new, uncharted 
territory, and we had front row seats. I 
still have no idea why we were so sad 
and mad. Life in the early 90’s would 
be the existence of my dreams now. 
Can you imagine, just for a few days, 
going back to a time that birthed the 
greatest music of our lives and it didn’t 
have cellphones or internet? 

As I stare down the threshold of 
50, the world is once again shifting, 
which makes me think that maybe 
the world is never not in a state of 

shifting. The cell phones and internet 
we watched crawl into the world have 
taken over every single facet of our 
lives. Rainbow Records, the mecca 
that once provided me with all the 
music I could handle, just recently 
closed their doors for good. I still get 
mad, and I still get sad, but these days 
I usually know the exact cause of each. 
It honestly makes me long for the days 
when I didn’t know the source. That 
way, you could aim that emotion in 
any direction you’d like. Now, we just 
get mad at the IRS or our bosses and 
shove it all down. We no longer want 
to change the world, we just want the 
world to be quiet and leave us alone.

These days, I listen to country 
music (the classic stuff…not this 
country arena pop that the kids are so 
fond of ). It’s much easier on the sens-
es. The music I listened to as a teen 
told us that we were mad and we were 
going to yell about it, while country 
music tells us that life is short, have a 
beer, have fun, and move on. That’s a 
bit more my speed. But every now and 
then, when things get intense, I grab 

a bag of Twizzlers, and I listen to the 
wise words of Sir Edward Vedder of 
Pearl Jam:

“On a weekend wanna wish it all 
away

And they called and I said that I 
want what I said

And then I call out again
And the reason oughtta leave her 

calm, I know
I said I don’t know whether I’m the 

boxer or the bag”**
I still have no idea what any of 

that even means, but maybe that’s the 
lesson: It’s ok to be mad, it’s ok to be 
sad, and it’s ok to not know why. But 
as long as we have heroes willing to 
stand up and scream gibberish about 
it with cool guitars and disco drums, 
we’ll know we’re not alone and that’s 
what matters. It only took me about 
50 years to learn that, but better late 
than never.

*”Smells Like Teen Spirit”, Nirvana   
September 24, 1991

**”Yellow Ledbetter”, Pearl Jam   
August 27, 1991

Nate Thomason

TEEN SPIRIT AND TWIZZLERS: A GEN-XER LOOKS AT 50
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OF OUR
SHOP LOCAL
DIRECTORY!

CALL (864) 221-9269 OR (864) 934-1477

(864) 224-7711
CALLS ONLY - NO TEXT PLEASE

Turner 
Photography

Instagram: 
@_jc_turner_photography_

Website: 
jcturnerphotography.com

Email: 
turnergirl03@yahoo.com

Phone: 
864-982-0564

BE A PART
OF OUR

SHOP LOCAL
DIRECTORY!

CALL (864) 221-9269 OR (864) 934-1477
HELP WANTED
TOW TRUCK DRIVER
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Katie Laughridge

community

Have you been to the Anderson County 
Museum lately? I was talking with a friend 
last week and didn’t realize how much the 
museum has to offer children in our commu-
nity. Did you know that their 12,000 square 
foot gallery offers inspiration and innovative 
experiences through collections, exhibitions, 
programs, and events each week? 

Upon your arrival, you will find ready-
made scavenger hunts available for kids. Train 
tables and Lego tables are set up for free play 
and a variety of events are happening weekly, 
just for our kids.

“Homeschool Friday” happens every 

2nd and 4th Friday 
of the month from 
11:00am-12:00pm. 
This includes a different 
lesson and craft each 
session. “Whitner’s 
Lil’ Wonders” is 
being offered every 
2nd and 4th Thursday 
of the month from 
10:30am-11:30am. This 
program is designed for 
children ages 2-6 and 

their caregiver. If your child is a little younger 

or older, they will still welcome them to join. 
During this time they will play, learn, and 
grow together through a variety of activities 
that change each week.

Beginning in May, the museum will offer 
a brand-new program called “Electric Kids.” 
It will be the 3rd Saturday each month. This 
will begin May 18 from 11:00am-12:00pm. 
It will include an exciting new topic and craft 
each Saturday. For example, on May 18, they 
will be covering the topic: “What’s the Buzz 
on Bees?” Two beekeepers will be visiting to 
talk to the children all about bees. During this 
event, children will participate in fun games 

and will complete a bee craft.
A few upcoming events that are already in 

the works are Mother’s Day and Father’s Day 
crafts, a Shark Week, Pirate Day, and Princess 
Day. There are even plans for a Dinosaur Day 
and Snow Cone/Games Day. Looking ahead, 
next school year the museum will be inviting 
local schools to do Wax Museum presenta-
tions, field trips, and other events.

For more information about specific dates 
and weekly activities/topics, visit “Anderson 
County Museum” on social media (Instagram 
and Facebook). You can also visit their web-
site https://andersoncountymuseum.sc.gov/
events. Admission is always free and their 
hours are Tuesday 10-7, then Wednesday-
Saturday 10-4.

Here’s to a community ready to welcome 
our children while they learn and grow 
together! 

A HIDDEN TREASURE
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Offerings IncludeOfferings Include  

Kitchen Rentals for Food Production 

Commissary Kitchen 

Cold + Dry Rentable Storage  

Prep Space 

Demonstration Kitchen 

Retail Space  

Business Education + Support Programs 

                                                                                     

Coming Soon!Coming Soon!

A Creative Culinary Experience.

The City of Anderson will open 110 North Kitchen +
Commissary, Anderson’s first shared kitchen for food

entrepreneurs who want to start or grow their business. 
Opening this January! 

Located downtown Anderson at 110 North Murray Avenue.  

For more information, contact us at
 fmilford@cityofandersonsc.com.  

Offerings IncludeOfferings Include  

Kitchen Rentals for Food Production 

Commissary Kitchen 

Cold + Dry Rentable Storage  

Prep Space 

Demonstration Kitchen 

Retail Space  

Business Education + Support Programs 

                                                                                     

Coming Soon!Coming Soon!

A Creative Culinary Experience.

The City of Anderson will open 110 North Kitchen +
Commissary, Anderson’s first shared kitchen for food

entrepreneurs who want to start or grow their business. 
Opening this January! 

Located downtown Anderson at 110 North Murray Avenue.  

For more information, contact us at
 fmilford@cityofandersonsc.com.  

NOW OPEN!NOW OPEN!


